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HSS researchers help identify lupus patients at
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For years doctors have been advising patients with lupus not to get pregnant. It was assumed that the likelihood of
pregnancy complications was too high in this population. However, ongoing work by researchers at Hospital for Special
Surgery (HSS) is helping identify those lupus patients who are - and aren't - at increased risk of problem pregnancies.
The research, being led by Jane E. Salmon, MD, Director of the Lupus and APS Center of Excellence at HSS, is part of the
PROMISSE Study, or "Predicators of pRegnacy Outcome: BioMarkers in antiphospholipid antibody Syndrome and System
lupus Erythematosus."
The goal of PROMISSE is identify factors that help predict the likelihood of a successful or unsuccessful pregnancy in
patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and/or antiphospholipid antibodies (APL) syndrome. The study has
identified multiple clinical and biologic markers that correlate with adverse pregnancies, including, most recently, the
activation of complement, a series of proteins that protect us from invading microbes.
At this year's American College of Rheumatology Annual Meeting in San Francisco, Dr. Salmon is presenting new
PROMISSE data showing that complement activation is a strong predictor of adverse pregnancy outcomes, including
fetal/neonatal death, pre-term delivery, and marked growth restriction. The study assessed 497 patients with either SLE
and/or APL - along with 207 controls - and found that elevated blood levels of two products of complement activation - Bb
and sC5b-9 -- were associated with an over 50% increase rate of pregnancy complications. Levels of Bb, in particular,
were increased as early as 12 to 15 weeks in those who ultimately developed problems and elevated levels persisted
through 31 weeks.
Even when other predictors of poor pregnancy outcomes in lupus were controlled for, elevated Bb was still associated with
at least a 40% increased risk of pregnancy complications.
"Our studies in animal models of pregnancy complications showed that complement activation was an essential and
causative factor in fetal death and growth restriction. PROMISSE is the first study of its size and detail to assess
complement activation throughout pregnancy," explains Salmon. "By harnessing the resources of PROMISSE, we have
identified another early marker that signals a possible adverse pregnancy. Our team has successfully defined a collection
of biomarkers which we are now poised to combine to have an even greater ability to risk-stratify patients."
To read more, please click here [3 ] .
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